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COUNT AND COLOUR CHOO CHOO
This 5-car train set pairs lessons in colour, shape, and number recognition 
with imaginative building play inspired by 14 buildable, stackable blocks. 
Includes full-colour idea booklet and fun engineer figure.
LER-7742 21 pieces $42.90

2+
AGES
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FUNPLAY NUMBER RODS
Number Rods are a great tool for children to play and learn number 
relationships, number comparison, part-part-whole, and 
understand multiplication concepts. Set includes 74 rods 
with 25 x double-sided activity cards and a Fun Messy 
Tray.
CM-54123 $48.90

4+
AGES

New!

WOODEN SORTING FRUIT AND VEGETABLE CRATES
5 stackable wooden crates filled with 20 individual wooden fruit and 
vegetable pieces, all brightly colour coded to match their crate and 
with hand painted details. Each crate contains 2 pieces of fruit and 
2 vegetables with threading holes and the set includes 2 laces with 
wooden threaders and stops. An ideal resource for imaginative play 
or role play, to learn about healthy eating, to improve 
coordination and motor skills, or can be used to develop 
sorting, shape recognition and matching skills.
CM-74011 Crate size 10 x 15 x 7�4cm 27 pieces $124.90

3+
AGES

New!
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New!

SORTING SURPRISE PIRATE 
TREASURE
Within each of this set’s five numbered 
plastic pirate chests hides a colourful toy 
surprise; kids can discover a purple parrot, 
a green octopus, a red spyglass, and more! 
To capture their pirate treasure, kids must 
unlock each chest using the correct key; each 
lock features a different shape. Also includes 
15 coloured treasure coins that add to the 
sorting and matching fun. Sort pirate treasure 
by colour, match the coins to their 
toy surprises, or just drop them 
through the slots in the tops of the 
chest.
LER-6808 30 pieces $39.90

3+
AGES

WOODEN TREASURES
A beautiful set of smooth wooden shapes inspired by nature and 
discovery. Each treasure shape comes in 3 shades of 7 organic 
colours symbolising emotional characteristics and the senses. The 
treasures will stimulate the imagination, engage logic, discover 
creative ability, develop coordination and enhance fine 
motor skills. Use to create pictures and stories, practise 
counting and sorting, design patterns and sequences.
CM-74047 Size 3�5 - 4cm 168 pieces $154.90

3+
AGES

New!

RAINBOW WOODEN NUTS AND BOLTS
Beautiful solid beechwood nuts and bolts in seven different shapes 
and in the seven colours of the rainbow. Each nut has a corresponding 
matching bolt for pairing by colour and shape, and each shape has a 
different number of edges, increasing from 1 to 8. Perfect for learning 
about colour and shape, for supporting counting and early 
numeracy, as well as improving manual dexterity and fine 
motor strength. Includes cotton storage bag. 7 colours.
CM-73999 Size 6�5cm (h) 21 pack $59.90 2+

AGES

New!
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EARTH COLOURED RAINBOW PEBBLES
Children will enjoy engaging with this construction and early 
mathematics manipulative. Ideal for developing fine motor 
skills, counting & sorting and creative design. Contains 36 
pebbles in 3 shapes and 6 earth colours. Includes activity 
guide and supplied in a convenient storage jar.
EC-13229J Pebble size 7, 5�5 & 3�9cm 36 pack $42.90

2+
AGES

RAINBOW PEBBLES AND ACTIVITY CARDS
Children will have much fun with this construction and early 
mathematics manipulative. Ideal for developing fine motor skills, and 
for counting, sorting and creative design. Set includes 36 pebbles in 6 
sizes and 6 colours, and 20 activity cards all stored in a sturdy plastic 
container.
EC-13208C 36 pebbles and 20 activity cards $57.90

DYNAMO DOMINOES
Build a colourful trail of 100 wooden dominoes. Add a bridge, bell, rails, and assorted 
tricks. Tap one rectangle and watch them all come tumbling down.
SW-9WE1042 107 pieces $56.90

3+
AGES

PLASTIC PATTERN BLOCK SET
Analyse, compare and compose 2-D shapes with sets of pattern 
blocks conveniently stored in a bucket. Use the 6 shapes 
and colours to explore symmetry, practice linear and area 
measurement and more!
LER-0134 Size 0�5cm (w) 250 pieces $34.90

3+
AGES
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COUNTING HANDS
These two hands offer a fun, visual teaching tool to assist 
with counting and number skills and also help with the 
concept of left and right hands. The solid wooden hands 
can be fixed to the supplied stand or used on 
their own. The fingers bend with the help of 
thick elastic bands and fold down completely 
against the palm.
ED-723001 $86.90

4+
AGES

NATURAL COUNTING LOG
This simple wooden log has equal-sized holes into which children can 
count out the appropriate number of sticks from a pile. When placed 
correctly in the sections, children can easily see the difference between 
the numbers (cardinality). Each side of the log shows a 
slightly different range of numerals (1–10 on one side and 
0–9 on the other), making it helpful to teach number order 
and the value of zero.
YD-1160 Log size 46�5cm (l) Rod size 6cm (l) $89.90

2+
AGES

New!

New!

NUMBER BLOCKS CUBES 1-10 ACTIVITY SET
Friendly Numberblocks from the hit Netflix TV series bring maths 
learning to life. Children see how numbers really work as they 
build their own Numberblocks from one to ten and master new key 
early learning maths skills through hands-on discovery and play. 
Pack includes 100 Cubes, 59 faceplates, 54 stickers, 11 
numberlings, 11 character cards, 15 double-sided activity 
cards, 1 stand for zero and teacher activity guide.
HM-93417  $39.90

3+
AGES
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THREE BEAR FAMILY COUNTERS
This adorable set of plastic bears comes in three sizes, three weights 
and six colours. Not only will your little ones enjoy playing with 
these bears, but learn size recognition, counting and sorting. Bears 
are also proportionally weighted and can be used on a balance for 
measurement discoveries. Contains 24 Papa, 24 Mama and 
48 Baby Bear counters in six colours. Packaged in reusable 
storage container.
LER-0744 Approx size 3�8cm 96 pieces $38.90

3+
AGES

THREE BEAR FAMILY PATTERN CARDS
Preschoolers will enjoy playing with these four colour Three Bear 
Family counters as they match and complete patterns. Thse full-colour 
activity cards match actual size of bear counters. For use 
with Three Bear Family Counters in six colours (LER-0744). 
Packaged in reusable plastic envelope with snap closure.
LER-0753 Set of 16 double-sided cards $15.90

3+
AGES

THREE BEAR FAMILY SORT PATTERN 
AND PLAY ACTIVITY SET
This versatile set is brimming with bears! 
Includes 96 bear counters in 6 colours, 6 
sorting bowls, 5cm colour cube, number cube, 
16 pattern cards, 12 double-sided activity 
cards, and bear game spinner in 
a plastic storage tub with carrying 
handle. 
LER-0757 12 double-sided 
activity cards $94.50

3+
AGES

FUNPLAY CONSTRUCTION CUBES
Children are only limited by their imagination in using this construction 
set. The cubes can also be used for learning basic number concepts, 
comparing, measurement, sequencing, patterning, and counting. Set 
includes 40 x cubes, 16 x quadrants, 12 x triangles and 20 x 
rods with 25 x double-sided activity cards and a Fun² Messy 
Tray.
CM-54129 113 pieces $62.90

3+
AGES

New!
MAGNETIC NUMBER BLOCKS
These magnetic blocks are ideal for teaching addition, subtraction, 
division, multiplication and number sequencing. All of the blocks are 
colour coded to show even numbers (blue), odd numbers (yellow) and 
operations (red). The blocks are printed on one side so you can hide 
answers and part of number sentences. The magnetic blocks easily 
connect together. This set contains 16 numbers (numbers 
0-10 plus extra blocks for 1-5) and 5 operations (1 each of 
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division and equals). 
PD-EA62 Size 3�5cm 21 pack $74.90

3+
AGES

New!
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New!

WOODEN DISCOVERY BOXES
Three beautifully constructed beechwood trays with clear acrylic sliding 
lids. The trays are divided into 3, 6 and 8 sections which can 
be used for sorting and display. Ideal for collecting natural 
resources or organising counters or tokens by colour or 
shape.
CM-73462 Size 37�5 x 16 x 6�3cm $79.90

3
PACK

WOODEN 10-FRAME TRAY
This specially designed tray will help children to develop an early 
understanding of counting, addition, and subtraction in a highly visual 
and tactile way. Children can explore, learn, and practise number 
bonds to 10 using real objects that attract their interest. Made from 
sustainably sourced and FSC approved beech wood.
YD-1081 Size 38 x 15�5cm $37.90

WOODEN SORTING TRAY
Beautifully constructed beechwood tray 
divided into 7 sections which can be used for 
sorting and display.
CM-74055 Size 50 x 43�5 x 7�5cm $64.90

New!

NATURAL SORTING TRAY
Made from sustainably sourced beech wood. The nine sections 
arranged in a 3 x 3 array are perfect to help children sort according 
to particular criteria, such as size, shape, number, colour or 
pattern. Equally, it offers plenty of opportunity for more open-ended 
investigations and is practical and portable enough for children to 
collect items from outdoors, and carry them back safely for future 
learning opportunities.
YD-1080 Size 23 x 23 x 2cm 9 sections $46.90

New!
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PEGBOARD
A pegboard is an invaluable tool for showing patterns, shape, 
sequencing, graphs and so much more. Holes for 100 pegs. Guided 
instructions to match TFC16177 (see below).
TFC-16576 Size 23x17cm $8.90

PEGBOARD DOUBLE-SIDED CARDS
These attractive, brightly coloured cards give children 
examples and ideas they can replicate on a Peg Board. The 
cards feature different shapes and images varying in levels 
of difficulty. 
TFC-16177 12 pack $22.90

4+
AGES

PEGS
Pegs are wonderful for developing fine motor skills, reproducing or 
creating patterns and sequences, numerical understanding 
and more. An fun, enjoyable activity that builds essential 
mathematical and spacial skills.
TFC-16176 10 colours $39.90

1000
PIECES

SMALL PEGS ACTIVITY SET
Develop fine motor skills, sorting, counting and patterning. Also great 
for developing creative designs! Set includes 600 pegs in 6 
bright colours, 4 clear peg boards, and 15 x double sided 
activity cards.
EC-39472 619 pieces $59.90

3+
AGES

GEO PEGS AND PEG BOARD
Ideal for developing fine motor skills, counting, sorting and 
patterning. The pegs are designed with a hole through the 
bottom, so can be used for lacing activities too. 36 stackable 
giant pegs, 21cm square base board and 3 laces.
EC-39492  $39.90

2+
AGES

New!

PATTERN BLOCKS ACTIVITY SET
Pattern Blocks are both a play resource and a tool for learning 
mathematics which can be used to develop a range of 
mathematical concepts, such as geometry, symmertry, 
angles, fractions, perimeter and area. Includes100 blocks 
and 12 double-sided activity cards.
EC-22032 112 pieces $46.90

3+
AGES

New!

Patterns and Threading
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HAMMER-IT SCHOOL PACK
Young children can create colourful pictures by 
hammering these vibrantly coloured wooden 
pieces onto the soft reusable corkboards. 
This fun activity is ideal for developing their 
fine motor skills. Pack contains 
8 corkboards, 8 hammers, 150 
shapes and 240 tacks.
EC-HTSCH1 406 pieces $134.90

4+
AGES

HAMMER-IT SET
Young children can create colourful pictures 
by hammering these vibrantly coloured 
wooden pieces onto the soft reusable 
corkboards. This fun activity is ideal for 
developing their fine motor skills. 
Contains corkboard (30 x 22.5cm), 
hammer, 37 shapes and 36 tacks.
EC-HITSET1 74 pieces $18.90

4+
AGES

HAMMER IT 
Create mosaic designs with geometric shapes in various colours. 
Model one of the assignment cards or make your own unique creations.
Improve fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Contains one 
corkboard 24 x 18cm, 6 wooden cards with 12 activities, a 
wooden hammer, 108 brass nails, 108 wooden pieces in 4 
colours and 9 shapes, instruction manual in a magnetic 
storage box.
ED-832367 224 pieces $44.90

3+
AGES
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RED HAMMER
Hammer made from hard plastic with wooden 
handle for hammering tacks into corkboards.
ED-522380 Size 15cm (l) $4.90

HAMMER-IT  
WOODEN GEOMETRIC SHAPES
Coloured geometric pieces.
EC-HTS300G Size 3�5cm to 5cm $29.90

HAMMER-IT FARM SHAPES
Hammer these wooden farm animal shapes 
onto the reusable Hammer-It Corkboards.
EC-HTSZ300G Size 3�5cm to 5cm $24.90

GOLD HAMMER-IT TACKS
Use tacks to hammer different wooden 
shapes onto the Hammer-It Corkboard.
EC-HT60 $3.20

HAMMER-IT 
CORKBOARD
Ideal to use when creating 
geometric masterpieces!
EC-CORKB8
Size 30 x 22�5 x 1cm $14.90

150
PIECES

150
PIECES 60

PACK

8+
BUY

$12.50
EACH

RAINBOW BEADS AND THREADERS
200 beads in 10 colours with 10 long plastic threaders and a 
coloured booklet with 19 activities.
TFC-10705 Size 1m (l) 200 pieces $44.90

3+
AGESTIPPED LACING CORDS

Tipped lacing cord for easy stringing. 4 bright colours.
CL-TIPPED Size 91cm (l) $15.90

72
PIECES
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LEARNING LACES SKILL BOARDS
These fun illustrations keep kids’ attention while they thread the set’s lacing 
laces through the holes in the lacing cards, building new fine motor 
skills as they go. Learning Laces Skill Boards includes nine durable 
lacing laces, so kids don’t have to remove laces from one board to 
complete the activities on another!
LER-8592 12 pieces $17.90

3+
AGES

JUNIOR GEOSTIX
Improve fine motor skills and develop creative thinking skills with this 
construction set. 10 different length flexible sticks that snap together. 
The set includes 200 flexible plastic sticks, and 30 x double 
sided activity cards. An ideal hands on manipulative for 
children from 3 to 99!
EC-21365C Size from 2�5cm to 15cm 200 pieces $58.90

3+
AGES

BEADS AND PATTERN CARD SET
Colourful wooden spheres, cubes and 
cylinders provide plenty of patterning practice, 
a prerequisite for early reading and maths 
activities. Set includes 20 Activity 
Cards, 108 beads in 6 colours, 2 x 
91cm laces with plastic tips and 
activity guide.
LER-0139 130 pieces $49.90

3+
AGES

LACING CARDS KIT
Create colourful designs by threading strings through the 12 designed 
perforated assignment cards or use the 6 blank cards to 
create your own designs. Contains 18 perforated plastic 
cards, 24 cotton laces in 4 colours, packed in a wooden box.
ED-722462 Cards 16 x 16cm Box 35 x 19 x 8cm $99.90

4+
AGES
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Fine Motor Skills

SPIKE THE FINE MOTOR HEDGEHOG
Colourful plastic ‘quills’ sized just right for little hands help kids 
build fine motor and counting skills. Includes 2-piece hedgehog, 
12 quills, and activity guide. The quills store inside!
LER-8904 Hedgehog size 15cm $24.90

2+
AGES

DINOSAUR BONES  
MATCH AND MEASURE ACTIVITY CARDS
Use the Dinosaur Bones Match and Measure Set (YD-1033) with these 
match and measure activity cards. This exciting addition to the range 
encourages children to match, count, compare, order and measure the 
bones they discover. Made from durable PVC, the cards are 
tough enough to use in the outdoor area (including water 
play).
YD-1034 16 pack $34.90

3+
AGES

DINOSAUR BONES MATCH AND MEASURE RESOURCES
Perfect for all those budding palaeontologists, these dinosaur bones, 
cast from a durable and unique mix, are just waiting to be discovered. 
Bury them in sand, soil or even water, and they will instantly appeal to 
children’s instincts to explore, investigate, collect, compare 
and measure. The range of bones increase in size by 2cm 
and can be used to introduce the concept and language of 
measurement, doubling and halving.
YD-1033 16 pieces $69.50

3+
AGES
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WRIGGLEWORMS! FINE MOTOR ACTIVITY SET
With the help of the set’s specially designed Tri-Grip Tong, 
kids catch and pull worms from the soft foam 
activity board, building hand strength, pencil grip, 
coordination, and other essential fine motor skills 
as they go! Includes spinner and activity cards.
LER-5552 47 pieces $39.90

3+
AGES

PEDRO THE FINE MOTOR PEACOCK
This fine feathered peacock helps kids boost key skills: learning 
colours, number, shapes and textures, while building hand 
strength, hand-eye coordination and other fine motor 
essentials. Set comprises Pedro and 5 numbered push-
and-pull feathers.
LER-9094 Size 8(h) x 10cm (w) 6 pieces $15.90

2+
AGES

FROGGY FEEDING FUN
Squeeze the frog to open its mouth, pick up 
flies and strengthen fine motor muscles! Roll 
a cube to determine which flies to munch. Set 
includes: 2 durable rubber frogs, 60 
flies, 1 number cube, 1 colour cube 
and teacher activity guide.
LER-5072 $42.90

3+
AGES
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SINGING TREE 
MARBLE RUN
Make the tree sprout a 
captivating array of notes. 
Just start the ball(s) 
rolling through its vibrant 
landscape track and be 
enchanted with soothing 
tones and mesmerizing 
movement. See how the 
various ball sizes create 
different speeds and sounds. 
Large enough for several 
children to use at once. 
Includes 9 balls.
CL-SINGTREE
Tree measures
71cm (h) $119.90

3+
AGES

TRIJO TOWER
Who will be able to transport 
their ball up the trijo tower 
first? With a clever turn, 
transfer the ball from one 
spoon to the next lifting the 
ball upwards. Concentration 
is required because if the 
ball falls, the player has to 
start over. Whoever clicks 
their ball under the archway 
first with a little swing wins! 
Improve children’s hand 
motor skills and finger 
dexterity. Up to 3 players.
ED-7392
Size 40 x 40 x 60cm 
$389.90

3+
AGES

MAGNETIC MOTOR SKILLS BOARD
With the magnetic pen and the turntable, move the coloured balls 
through the maze as you like or by using the 6 assignment cards. 
Create patterns of various colours and various numbers of 
balls. Stimulate fine motor skills, spatial awareness and the 
ability to concentrate.
ED-522392 Size 37 x 37cm $124.90

3+
AGES

WOODEN LATCHES BOARD
Undo a lock or latch, swing open the numbered door and 
count on finding fun when the picture beneath is revealed on 
this wooden play board and educational toy! Build fine motor 
skills while learning colours, numbers, animals and more!
MD-3785 Size 39 x 29cm $68.90

3-6
AGES

FISHING FEVER
Ready, set, fish! Who is the first to manoeuvre 
all three fish of the same colour onto the pole? 
Or you can stack as many fish as possible and 
afterwards count the points on the underside 
of the fish to see who has the most points. One 
fantastic fishing game with many variations! 
Contains 4 fishing rods, 4 fishing 
rod holders, 12 fish, 1 game mat, 
rules of the game.
ED-B22360 $49.90

4+
AGES
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SAND & WATER FINE MOTOR TOOL SET
Four new tools for sand and water play! Kids build hand 
strength and fine motor skills with a squeezy bottle, water 
spinner, new twisty dropper, and scissor scooper.
LER-5559 4 pack $23.90

3+
AGES

HANDY SCOOPERS
Here’s the scoop: these unique tools are a handy way to build the 
muscles needed for scissor cutting! Tools feature translucent scoops 
and easy-grip handles for developing fine motor skills. Holes 
in scoops allow for catch-and-release fun during water play. 
Set of 4 in resealable bucket.
LER-4963 Size 15cm (l) 4 pack $24.90

3+
AGES

JUMBO TWEEZERS
These colourful tweezers are just the right size for little hands. Each 
features ergonomic depressions to guide a proper pincer-grasp grip. A 
perfect skill building resource for teachers, specialists and 
occupational therapists. Set of 12 tweezers (in 6 colours) 
comes in a resealable bucket with handle.
LER-1963 Size 15cm 12 pack $22.90

5+
AGES

WOODEN LACING SHOE
I can do it myself! Few things will give your child more satisfaction 
than mastering shoe-lacing and tying skills. This wooden 
high-top sneaker will make practicing enjoyable and help 
your child reach the developmental milestone of learning to 
tie shoes.
MD-3018 Size 13 x 20cm $30.90

3+
AGES

TRI-GRIP TONGS
Each 3-prong tong features an intuitive design that mimics 
the finger placement required for correct pencil grip without 
the need for an actual pencil or pen.
LER-2964 6 Pack $22.90

4+
AGES
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NUMBER SKITTLES SET
A great way for young kids to practice number recognition and 
develop gross motor skills. Could also be easily adapted for older 
children to practice simple addition, adding up the numbers of those 
that they manage to knock down. Fun activity for students 
and teachers. 10 skittles (pins) and 2 balls in a vinyl carry 
bag.
EC-26300 Skittle size 7 x 23cm $69.90

2+
AGES

SMART TOSS GAME
Smart Toss Board offers 4 play options - recognition of colours, 
numbers, shapes and free play.  Great for school fairs or other school 
events too.  Includes activity guide, carrying handle and 12 canvas bean 
bags (8cm in diameter) that store in 2 pockets on the wipe-
clean vinyl board, which folds flat to 61 x 51cm size for easy 
storage.
LER-1047 $99.90

3+
AGES

SHAPES BEANBAGS
Kinesthetically reinforce shapes in tossing games with 8 
colourful beanbags. Each beanbag is a different colour and 
shape, and embroidered with the corresponding shape word.
EI-3048 Size 12cm 10 pack $35.90

3+
AGES

School Readiness Activities

3+
AGES

RHYMING FUN-TO-KNOW® PUZZLE
Build early language and recognition skills with two-piece learning 
puzzles teaching rhyming words. Only matching pieces fit together, 
so kids can learn by trial and error. Interesting photos 
help keep kids engaged while developing rhyming and 
vocabulary skills.
T-36009 24 two-sided puzzles $19.90
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COLOURS AND SHAPES MATCH-UP PUZZLES
Introduce children to 11 colours and 11 shapes. Each of the 
dominoes has a unique shape so only the correct colour or 
shape will match up!
EC-LMMC 22 puzzles $22.90

2+
AGES

ALPHABET MATCH-UP PUZZLES
Alphabet Match-up has been designed to help children 
make the first link between the first letter of a word and a 
corresponding picture starting with that letter.
EC-LMMA 78 puzzles $24.90

3+
AGES

OPPOSITES FUN-TO-KNOW® PUZZLES
Help children build confidence and achieve success with fun 2-piece 
puzzles that hone their skills at their own pace. Only 
matching pieces fit together, so kids can learn by trial and 
error. Show positional concepts in pictures and words. 
Photos for real-life learning. 24 two sided puzzles.
T-36004 $19.90

3+
AGES

ALPHABET PRACTICE MAT
Children will love to practise their literacy skills with these 
engaging and colourful Practise Mats. The mat can be 
used with a dry erase pen allowing it to be wiped clean for 
use again and again. Double-sided mat.
EC-LPMALPHA Size 42 x 28cm Write & Wipe $3.40

3+
AGES

10+
BUY

$2.90
EACH

SEQUENCE RUMMY POCKET CARDS
Build sequencing skills by arranging 3-part story cards. 
Word stories on backs encourage early reading practice. 
Versatile cards adapt to growing abilities for endless rounds 
of learning fun and mastery. 56 double sided cards.
T-24011 $6.90

3+
AGES

Write
&

Wipe
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NUMBERS 1 TO 15 MY FIRST PUZZLES
With these simple puzzles children will learn to recognise 
numbers 1 to 15 and develop counting skills. Each puzzle 
has individual tabs and blanks so only the correct number 
and image will match up.
EC-LMFPN 15 puzzles $16.90

2+
AGES
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PEN CONTROL PRACTISE MAT
Children will love to practise their skills with this colourful 
Practise Mat. The mat can be used with a dry erase pen 
allowing it to be wiped clean for use again and again.
EC-LPMPC Size 42 x 28cm Write & Wipe $4.90

2+
AGES

PEN CONTROL WIPE-CLEAN ACTIVITY BOOK
This re-useable workbook is an ideal introduction to pen control. Before 
learning to write on their own, children need lots of practice drawing 
pre-writing patterns. The colourful images encourage young 
children to develop the skills needed to master pen control. 
Wipe-clean pen included. 24 pages.
EC-LWCLPC Write & Wipe $7.50

3+
AGES

PRESCHOOL SKILLS WRITE & WIPE FLASH CARDS
Re-usable flash cards are a great resource for children as 
they prepare for preschool. Parents and educators can talk 
to children about basic concepts such as matching, patterns 
and positional language. Wipe-clean pen included.
EC-LFCPSM 65 pack Write & Wipe $6.90

3+
AGES

COLOURS, SHAPES AND EARLY NUMBERS  
WRITE & WIPE FLASH CARDS
Use these write on wipe off flash cards to introduce children 
to reading and writing, colours, shapes and numbers 1 to 10. 
Wipe-clean pen included.
EC-LFCCSNM 65 pack Write & Wipe $6.90

3+
AGES

10+
BUY

$4.50
EACH
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PRIMARY SCHOOL SKILLS WRITE & WIPE FLASH CARDS
These re-usable flash cards are a great resource for children as they 
prepare for primary school. The cards prompt parents and 
educators to talk about concepts such as more/less, rhyme, 
positional terms and much more. Wipe-clean pen included.
EC-LFCPSS1M 65 pack Write & Wipe $6.90

4+
AGES

GETTING READY FOR BIG SCHOOL  
WIPE-CLEAN ACTIVITY BOOK
This re-useable workbook is an ideal introduction to the alphabet, 
numbers 1 to 20 and early learning skills. The simple instructions 
and colourful images encourage young children to develop 
the techniques needed to perfect their letter and number 
formation. Wipe-clean pen included. 24 pages.
EC-LWCLGRBS Write & Wipe $7.50

4+
AGES

GETTING READY FOR PRESCHOOL  
WIPE-CLEAN ACTIVITY BOOK
This re-useable workbook is an ideal introduction to basic colours, 
shapes, animals and many other early skills. The simple instructions 
and colourful images encourage young children to develop 
the pen control needed to draw shapes. Wipe-clean pen 
included. 24 pages.
EC-LWCLGRPS Write & Wipe $7.50

3+
AGES

EARLY LEARNING SKILLS WRITE & WIPE FLASH CARDS
Flash cards are a great resource for language and vocabulary 
development. The cards prompt parents and educators to 
talk to children about basic concepts be it animals, shapes 
or household items. Wipe-clean pen included.
EC-LFCELSM 65 pack Write & Wipe $6.90

3+
AGES

10+
BUY

$2.90
EACH

PRACTICE MAT NUMBERS 1-10
Children will love to practise their numeracy skills with these 
engaging and colourful Practise Mats. The mats can be 
used with a dry erase pen allowing them to be wiped clean 
for use again and again.
EC-LPMN10 Size 42 x 28cm Write & Wipe $3.40

3+
AGES
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BALANCING BALLS
Improving balance and co-ordination has never been easier or more 
fun than with this game set! The moulded plastic ‘spoons’ are specially 
indented to hold the colourful balls so even beginners can 
balance successfully. Spoons measure 34cm long. Plastic 
balls measure 7cm. Set of 4 includes 1 red, green, yellow 
and blue spoon and ball.
EC-63042 4 pack $54.90

2+
AGES

New!
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New!

PIZZA TIME GAME
Craving competition? Get cookin’ with Pizza Time! Collect slices to 
match the menu and make the most pies to win. Watch 
out for pizzeria pitfalls and totally gross toppings that keep 
players working for the win until the very last slice. 15 
minute games.
T-20008 2-4 players 63 cards $20.90

4+
AGES

LAVA LIZARDS GAME
Get ready for Lava Lizards, a game full of explosive finishes! Inventive 
cards match three ways ...pay attention or you just might 
miss a match. Five games in one for tons of FUN: Build a 
lava dome, find pairs, and link cards with lizard precision.
T-20002 2-4 players 63 cards $20.90

4+
AGES

TOCK THE LEARNING CLOCK
This friendly robot introduces kids to analogue and digital clock 
skills. Master early time skills with two learning modes: turn the play 
clock’s hands to answer Question Mode’s quizzes, or set the clock 
for a dance party in Music Mode. Includes working digital 
clock and ‘OK to Wake’ light. Requires 3 AA batteries, not 
included.
LER-2385 Size 39 x 29cm $49.90

3+
AGES

New!
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WIDE PARACHUTE - 12 HANDLES
Develop social participation, teamwork and 
motor coordination with this strong, durable, 
lightweight nylon parachute. Made 
from washable material and comes 
in a handy nylon carry bag.
CL-P12 Size 3�7m $72.90

2+
AGES

READY, SET, MOVE CLASSROOM ACTIVITY SET
Fun exercise set takes active learning to a whole new level. Stand on 
the coloured circle mats and roll the jumbo cubes to see which exercise 
to do - and how many times. Also use the versatile activity set to create 
student groups or encourage student response as you roll the colour 
cube and call on students. Includes 25 foam circle mats 
(25cm) in 5 colours; 3 inflatable cubes (13cm) depicting 
exercises, colours and numbers and activity guide.
LER-1883 Up to 25 players $64.90

4+
AGES

CROCODILE HOP FLOOR GAME
Engages students’ minds and muscles!  Hop 
down the river or use markers to learn colours, 
shapes, numbers and counting (1-10), problem 
solving and how to follow simple directions. 
For individual, small-group or whole-class 
play. Includes colourful vinyl floor mat (2.54m 
x 0.76m), 2 inflatable cubes (13cm), 40 animal 
markers and activity guide.
LER-9544 1+ players $59.90

RAINBOW PARACHUTE - 8 HANDLES
CL-P6 Size 1�8m $42.90

3+
AGES
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LIGHT PANEL A2
LED light panels with 3 light settings are an essential and versatile 
cross-curricular resource. Providing a cool, clean, bright illuminated 
background they are ideal for the investigation of light, colour and 
shape, or for focused group work in a wide range of curriculum areas. 
Slimline design with rounded edges, these light panels are tough, 
portable and easy to wipe clean. Simple operation and lock function to 
prevent the panel from being turned off unintentionally. Typical life span 
for the low energy LEDs is approx 50,000 hours. Supplied 
with a low voltage mains power supply. Light panel guide 
included.
CM-73048 Size 63 x 46 x 0�8cm $299.90

3+
AGES

LIGHT PANEL A3
LED light panels with 3 light settings are an essential and versatile 
cross-curricular resource. Providing a cool, clean, bright illuminated 
background they are ideal for the investigation of light, colour and 
shape, or for focused group work in a wide range of curriculum areas. 
Slimline design with rounded edges, these light panels are tough, 
portable and easy to wipe clean. Simple operation and lock function to 
prevent the panel from being turned off unintentionally. Typical life span 
for the low energy LEDs is approx 50,000 hours. Supplied 
with a low voltage mains power supply. Light panel guide 
included.
CM-73046 Size 46 x 34 0�8cm $199.90

3+
AGES

Light Panels and Accessories

EXPLORATION LIGHT TRAY - A3
Giant sized art tray for use on a desk, on the floor - inside or out. Made 
from clear polycarbonate giving it incredible strength and longevity in 
the classroom where its rigidity means that even when filled with water 
it can be lifted and moved around without it flexing. In addition to its 
everyday uses with a variety of liquids and textures for general artwork 
the tray has been cleverly designed to fit over the A3 Light 
Panel (CM-73046) to provide a space for the illumination of 
activities above.
CM-73022 Size 56 x 44 10cm $129.90

3+
AGES
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COLOUR CRYSTAL TREASURES
Polished crystal colour and clear acrylic shapes with smooth, gleaming 
tactile surfaces. The set contains 5 different shapes designed to 
encourage children to create pictures, patterns, sequences and use in 
imaginative play. Playing with the shapes will help children 
develop fine motor skills whilst exploring their creativity and 
discovering new descriptive language.
CM-72614 Size 3cm 30 pack $69.90 3+

AGES

New!

TRANSLUCENT RAINBOW LETTERS
Set of letters in a child friendly font made in colourful clear 
acrylic. Letters come with a hole at the top balance point so 
they can be strung up or pinned to a notice board.
CM-72419 Size 5cm 26 pieces $31.90

3+
AGES

TRANSLUCENT  
ACRYLIC NUMBERS 0-10
Can be used anywhere in the classroom or in conjunction 
with a light panel or box for maximum effect.
CM-72421 Size 7cm (h) 14 pieces $17.90

3+
AGES

TRANSLUCENT 3D GEOMETRIC 
SHAPES
Translucent plastic pattern blocks in 12 
shapes and 6 colours, for using in pattern 
and sequencing activities, for counting and 
sorting, or for colour and shape recognition. 
Yellow hexagons, green triangles, blue rhombi, 
orange squares, red quadrilaterals and clear 
rhombi. Comes in a convenient 
storage container.
CM-73075 Size 5cm 
36 pieces $94.50

3+
AGES

PERCEPTION SEMISPHERES
Children will love these Semispheres which come in eight different 
clear colours and are smoothly pleasing to hold. Youngest children will 
enjoy holding in sensory play. Older children can view the 
world magnified x4 and in colour. Experiment putting colours 
together or over a light box. Stores in a foam lined box with 
an information sheet.
CM-72602 Size 5cm diameter 8 pack $94.90

1+
AGES
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Sleeping and Activity Mats

METAL HANGING MAT HANGER
Holds eight 5cm thick hanging mats. Mounts to wall or closet door and 
protrudes 43cm. Hanger folds for safety when not in use.
CL-WH300 Holds 8 mats $58.90

HANGING REST MAT
These 5cm foam, durable mats are designed 
for easy storage and are perfect for the needs 
of a child-care environment. Conveniently 
hangs for easy storage.
CL-HANGIT
Size 132 (l) x 56 (w) x 5cm (d) $99.90

HANGING REST MAT SHEET
50/50 poly cotton sheet slips like a pillowcase over the top of mat. 
Put the ties through the holes at the ‘foot’ end of the mat and tie for a 
secure fit. Stays on while hanging, too. Machine washable.
CL-FMTSHT6 Size 137cm (l) x 66cm (w) $23.90 EACH

6+
BUY

$21.90
EACH

TRANSPARENT COUNTERS
250 transparent counters come in 6 colours.
LER-0131 Size 1�9cm diameter 250 pieces $7.50

5+
AGES

TRANSLUCENT PATTERN BLOCKS
Translucent plastic pattern blocks in 6 shapes and 6 colours, for using 
in pattern and sequencing activities, for counting and sorting, or for 
colour and shape recognition. Yellow hexagons, green  
triangles, blue rhombi, orange squares, red quadrilaterals 
and clear rhombi. Comes in a convenient storage container.
CM-73093 Up to 5cm 180 pieces $39.90

3+
AGES

TRANSLUCENT GEOMETRIC SHAPES
This large set is great for engaging children in composing 2-D shapes! 
Pieces are relational and translucent so the creative opportunities are 
endless! Set of 408 pieces includes 14 different shapes in  
7 colours (2 different squares, rectangle, 5 different 
triangles, hexagon, trapezoid, rhombus, circle, half-circle, 
quarter circle).
LER-1766 Largest size 5�1cm 408 pieces $59.90

4+
AGES

TRANSPARENT LETTERS
These plastic, uppercase letters of the alphabet are ideal for 
developing letter recognition and for learning the order of 
the alphabet. Ideal to use with a light box.
EC-LTA26 Size 5cm (h) x 5mm (d) 26 pieces $18.90

3+
AGES


